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EQUITA AND BOCCONI UNIVERSITY LAUNCH EQUITALAB.EU 

THE WEBSITE IS DEDICATED TO APPLIED RESEARCH AND POLICY IMPACT AND WILL FEATURE 
ANALYSES, QUARTERLY COLUMNS, FORUMS AND EVENTS ON CURRENT AFFAIRS IN FINANCIAL 
MARKETS 

THE INAUGURAL ISSUE OF QUARTERLY COLUMNS ON CAPITAL MARKETS IS NOW ONLINE 

 

Milan, 16 February 2022 - Equita, the leading independent investment bank in Italy, and Bocconi University are delighted 

to announce the launch of equitalab.eu, the website dedicated to the Equita Research Lab in Capital Markets 

("EQUITALAB"), the initiative that promotes applied research and policy impact and that exploits the multidisciplinary 

knowledge and expertise of BAFFI CAREFIN – Centre for Applied Research. 

Due to the growing demand for applied research, EQUITALAB 

was conceived as a way to share essential information to aid in 

the identification and interpretation of complex dynamics that 

accompany the markets and the financial sector. 

The new website will feature research, quarterly columns, forums 

and events aimed at stimulating the debate on financial markets, 

as already occurred with the long-standing collaboration between 

Equita and Bocconi University. 

Alongside the launch of the EQUITALAB's website, Equita and Bocconi 

University have published the inaugural issue of their Quarterly 

Columns Series on Capital Markets, the new initiative promoted within the EQUITALAB and developed by the Bocconi 

BAFFI CAREFIN Centre in collaboration with Equita. 

The Quarterly Columns are in-depth periodic analyses that focus on specific financial topics 

with an aim to reach a broad audience of finance professionals, decision-makers, 

academics, experts and students. EQUITALAB will follow a multidisciplinary approach 

that focuses on capital markets, promoting solutions and tools to support decision-

makers with information on Italian and European government reforms and policies, with the 

ultimate goal to improve the entire financial infrastructure. 

In the inaugural issue of the Quarterly Columns Series, the Bocconi team – led by Stefano 

Caselli, Dean for International Affairs, and Stefano Gatti, Antin IP Professor of 

Infrastructure Finance – in addition to presenting the quarterly columns’ initiative and 

announcing why this is so important, provides an overview of the next two upcoming 

Quarterly Columns: the first one will focus on corporate debt ("Growing Corporate Debt 

and the zombie company effect"); while the second one will discuss the importance of 

diverse funding sources ("The need to diversify corporate finance sources: equity and 

DCM"). 

For more information about EQUITALAB and the inaugural issue of the Quarterly Columns Series on Capital Markets, visit 

the new website www.equitalab.eu. 

  

http://www.equitalab.eu/
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Equita, the leading Italian independent investment bank, has been offering its expertise and insight on financial markets to professional investors, 

corporates and institutions for more than 45 years. The holding Equita Group, listed on the “Euronext STAR Milan” segment of the Italian Stock 

Exchange, counts its managers and professionals among shareholders (with approximately 54% of the share capital) and this ensures a strong alignment 

of interests with investors. With its global markets activities, today Equita is the leading independent broker in Italy that offers to its institutional clients 

brokerage services on equities, fixed income, derivatives and ETFs. Moreover, thanks to the continuous engagement of the award winning research 

team – acknowledged for its top quality research – the trading floor supports investors’ decisions with valuable analyses and investment ideas on Italian 

and European financial markets. Equita also leverages on a unique investment banking platform that combines independent strategic advice with 

unparalleled access to capital markets. The wide offering proposed includes advisory services in M&A, other extraordinary financial transactions, along with 

equity and fixed income capital raising solutions. Our aim is to best serve all clients, from large industrial groups to small and medium enterprises, from 

financial institutions to the public sector. Lastly, Equita Capital SGR offers to institutional investors and banking groups its asset management competences 

and its deep understanding of financial markets, especially in mid and small caps. The strong focus on alternative assets like private debt and the asset 

management strategies based on distinctive areas of expertise of the Group make Equita Capital SGR the best partner for both investors looking 

for interesting returns and banking groups that would like to co-develop new products for their retail networks 
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